
 
I’ve lived more than half my life in Yorkshire or Derbyshire but started life as an Essex girl. 
I’ve spent my career teaching in a range of settings;  I used to work for the WEA but am now 
a freelance tutor and speaker.  
 
I’m a general historian. I love British history and am comfortable exploring topics from the 
tenth century through to the English Civil War, but I lose interest with the industrial 
revolution. My main historical interests include the borders between England and Scotland 
during the Tudor and Stuart periods – I defy anyone not to find the history of border reivers 
fascinating; monasticism and the dissolution of the monasteries; aspects of the Wars of the 
Roses.  Anything with a hint of scandal or intrigue tends to go down well! 
 
I have an interest in forms of embroidery such as samplers and blackwork which have a 
historical background, and which can be seen in so many stately houses and museums.  I 
find the social history and the evolution of the styles absorbing.   
 
I have loved history for as long as I can remember, from a combination of family stories, 
days out as a child at various National Trust properties, a really good history teacher,  J R 
Unstead’s People in History and many  black and white films with a historical flavour.   
 
For those of you feeling sorry for my poor family knee deep in all things historical – please 
don’t be. My husband also studied history at university and my granddaughters don’t think 
they’ve been on holiday unless they’ve been to some kind of ruin, although they prefer their 
history served with an ice cream.   
 
I first started Zooming last year after Garry contacted me about a talk and I haven’t looked 
back.  I love being able to walk out of my kitchen into Kent or Yorkshire or Surrey without 
having to drive through fog, snow or unpredictable satnav directions.  Admittedly to start 
off with, everyone looked a bit like one of Harry Potter’s moving photos, I’m fairly sure one 
of my regular students has turned into a springer spaniel we’re all becoming more confident 
with using the technology now. I like the chat facility, it enables people to share their own 
knowledge and ask questions.  I think that in future a blend of Zooming and live talks could 
work very well as it means I can offer talks across the country which otherwise would have 
been impossible, quite a few of my regulars aren’t as mobile as they used to be. 
 
Aside from offering talks I also offer classes which can be found on  www.historyjar.com 
which is my blog.   I’ve written talks for GPSmycity.com including Carlisle, York and 
Canterbury and assorted shorted stories for various magazines.  I’ve just been 
commissioned by Pen and Sword to write a book about the illegitimate son of the Earl of 
Leicester and another about England’s royal medieval mistresses. Very exciting”  
I can be contacted via thehistoryjar@gmail.com  
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